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PROGRESS REPORT, 1994 
This report of the Central Crops and Soils Research Station at 
Highmore, South Dakota is a progress report and, therefore, the 
results presented are not necessarily complete nor conclusive. Any 
interpretation given is tentative because additional data from 
continuation of these experiments may produce conclusions different 
from those of any one year. The data presented in this report 
reflect the 1994 growing season. 
Commercial companies and trade names are mentioned in this 
publication solely for the purpose of providing specific 
information. Mention of a company does not constitute a guarantee 
or warrantee of its products by the Agricultural Experiment Station 
or an endorsement over products of other companies not mentioned. 
This publication also reports research involving pesticides. 
It does not contain recommendations for their use, nor does it 
imply that the uses discussed here have been registered. All uses 
of pesticides must be registered by appropriate State and Federal 
agencies before they can be recommended. A complete set of 1994 
results from SDSU herbicide demonstrations is available as 
Extension Circular 678 from your County Agent or SDSU. 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
Brookings, South Dakota 57007 
Dr. David Bryant, Dean Dr. Fred Cholick, Director 
Agric. Bxp. Sta. 
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Introduction ......... • • • • • . .Brad G. Farber 
The Highmore Research Farm has been an active player in the successes 
of farmers and ranchers in the central region of South Dakota and North 
Central United States for ninety-five years. 
Originally called the Cooperative Range Experiment Station in 1899, by 
1906 it was called the Highmore Substation. Dr. Albert Nash Hume, the 
first Head of Agronomy and second Supervisor of Substations at South Dakota 
State College (Department Head from 1911 to 1943) referred to it as the 
Highmo:-e Exp:!L�r..c £�, a name whl.ch nea:r_y a.l: :M.igb:m.ere :res den.ts st1Jl 
ca 11 it today. It has also been referred to as the Highmore Branch 
Station. In 1948 the name was changed� the Central Substation and in 
1972 it received the present title of Central Crops and Soils Research 
Station. 
While the name of the research farm has changed many times over the 
last 95 years, the emphasis has remained much the same. Solid research to 
improve the productivity of area farms and ranches and the economic 
conditions and lifestyles of those involved has been foremost. Our goals 
continue to focus on the improvement of forages, small grains, row crops, 
alternate crops, and the cultural practices necessary to improve the bottom 
line for producers. 
***************************** 
1 � :i _ike t:.Q ::-a,;:� :h!� op�!. '.....:hi :.y te e.iIPI�5� my suppo.:,: �.ru:i .h>e.r. 
w��ne� tc t�� Fred e:_�i.ck _n h�s new _p-os�=�n as 01:e� of tne 5�Yth 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. I have had the good fortune to 
work with Fred for the past thirteen years, first as a graduate student and 
more recently as his Research Associate on the Spring Wheat Breeding 
?!'cJ e:r:t. ;"rfil.l ha� ;it1r1:c. � a.dm-r--ab:E jo s Spr:.nq \o.'Ule11-c bree:de-t and as 
Head of the Plant Science Department !or.- t::h.-c. p�s: -eh�e-e ye-a-rs. I am 
confident the ag producers and ag industry in South Dakota are in good 
hands as we head towards the 21st century. Best wishes also to Dr. Ray 
Moore {who served as Director for the past twenty years) in his retirement. 
***************************** 
Weather data for 1994 can be found on page 5 in Tables l and 2. 
Temperatures in January and February were about 10° F below normal. This 
resulted in severe winterkill of winter wheat in many areas of central and 
western South Dakota. Winter wheat at the research farm was blanketed with 
adequate snow cover and survived. Temperatures in March, April and May 
were normal to slightly above normal. However, rainfall for the same 
period was nearly three inches below normal and stress was very evident in 
many small grain fields. Timely rains allowed good stand establishment and 
development of row crops. 
The m_on t.ns o.i Jur..:e, J\Ily and August wer,e. cocle!" thn.n 1:1a1:ma l and 
p .. ecip_! utlt!n 1.tra.s naa.r_y � • .; .i.!ldlea h...ghe.r t.han .n.ormal. !his �sol teci in 
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excellent growing conditions for corn and beans. Small grain yields would 
have been average to above average, but due to three separate hail storms, 
research plots of these crops were not harvested. (Wheat that was 
harvested yielded 10-12 bushels per acre.} The hail also hurt soybeans and 
corn but both crops recovered well. Soybeans were likely damaged more than 
corn and yields of beans were in the 25-30 bushel per acre range. Corn on 
the other hand, recovered very well and produced record breaking yields of 
150 bushels per acre at the research farm. Mild fall weather and no 
killing frost until late October allowed these crops to mature and provided 
excellent harvest conditions. 
***************************** 
The annual twilight tour of research plots was held on June 23, 1994 
at 5:30 in the evening. Lunch was served prior to and after the tours. 
Approximately 100 participants listened to talks on small grain varieties; 
starter fertilizer injury to corn and sunflower seedlings; forage research 
involving creeping foxtail, cowpeas, millets, and yellow-flowered alfalfa; 
side-by-side herbicide demonstrations; and woody shrub and tree planting 
research. 
***************************** 
The research conducted each year and included in this report involves 
long hours by staff from many disciplines at SDSU and the Highmore Research 
:Ffl.?Zk. TI°1'..£.1r e:!fo-:--::s � eon=r.:.n-i;.:;i.ng t;C c.h!..s _pul:!-JC11t.1on .each fe:il.!: -:a.re 
qreatJ.y app.:=-!·f�1.ate::L SUPFC!"t an.c.. �'Tp1..:. !"=am arc..-a p:r,:,.duc:e,::r-S,f r.iirtci'te.!'s� 
Advisory Board members and County Agents is also greatly appreciated. 
If anyone has cotr.ments or suggestions pertaining to research on the 
farm or questions and input on any other matter, please write or call. 
Address correspondence to: 
Dr. Fred Cholick, Director 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-4149 
Brad Farber 
Box 2207A 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-6139 
Special thanks to Nancy Kleinj an for her assistance in preparing this 
report. 
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Table l. Temperatures at the Central Research Farm - 1994. 
1994 Average Departure 
Temperatures11 from 
Month Max. J:fi n. Average Norm.alb norro,al 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
Novel!lber 
December 
II Calculated from 
b 30 year average 
----------------------OF----------------------
14. 9 -3.3 S.8 14.4 -8.6 
19.8 1.0 10.4 20.6 -10.2 
47.3 24.7 36.0 32.0 +4.0 
60.3 31.4 45.9 46.5 -0.6 
75.2 47.S 61.4 57.9 +3.5 
79.2 55.9 67.6 67.7 -0.l 
81. 5 56.5 69.1 74.5 -5.4 
81. 7 55.8 68.8 72.6 -3.8 
76.1 49.5 62.8 61.8 +l. 0 
61. l 39.5 50.3 49.6 +0.7 
43.9 24.9 34.4 32.6 +1. 8 
29.4 14.l 21.7 18.5 +3.2 
daily observations. 
(1961-1990}. 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Central Research Farm - 1994. 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
TOTAL 
1994 Departure Greatest 
?:=�ipit !ii ti?D- Fonne 1 !::::Rltt)g;m imAYD t Llii1 '!:'.-= 
----------------------inches--------------------
0.20 0.33 -0.13 0.10 27 
0.25 0.49 -0.24 0.05 24 
0.05 1.25 -1.20 0.05 27 
2.83 2.32 +0.51 0.95 26 
0.67 2.77 -2.10 0.37 14 
4.24 3.19 +1.05 1.12 12 
6.55 3.01 +3.54 3.30 7 
2.27 2.32 -0.05 1.55 9 
1.73 1.65 +0.08 0.60 4 
2.60 1.35 +1.25 0.85 2,6 
0.40 0.57 -0.17 0.25 27 
0.40 0.42 -0.02 0.20 8,14 
22.19 19.67 2.52 
6 30 year average {1961-1990} k 
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ALPALPA CUI.TIVAR YIELD TEST 
E.K. Twidwell, K.D. Kephart, R. Bortnem, 
A. Boe, and S. Anderson 
One alfalfa cultivar yield experiment was conducted at the 
Central Crops and Soils Research Station during 1994. This test 
was planted in 1991 to determine yield performance of modern 
alfalfa cultivars when grown in central South Dakota over a three 
year period. 
Four harvests were obtained from the experiment planted in 
1991. It is common for only 2 harvests to be feasible at Highmore. 
Average yields for the four cuttings ranged from 0.93 T/A for the 
third cutting to l. 62 T/A for the first cutting (Table l). 
Significant cultivar differences were observed within each cutting. 
Four-cut total yields ranged from 1. 80 to 6.97 T/A, with 
significant differences found. Average total yield in 1994 was 
about 1. 5 T/A higher than that obtained in 1992, but was about 1 
T/A lower than total yield harvested in 1993. 
Three-year average yields ranged from 2. 39 to 5. 65 T/A, with 
significant cultivar differences observed. The public cultivars 
Vernal and Riley were about average in yield performance, whereas 
Baker was near the bottom in productivity relative to the other 
cultivars. Included in this yield test are several experimental 
entries (Table l}. Producers must use caution when interpreting 
results for these 1 ines. Seed for these lines are in early 
generations of the seed production process and natural inbreeding 
depression is expected as these lines are advanced to seed 
production stages. In essence, commercial seed derived from 
experimental lines may not have the same yield potential that was 
observed in a cultivar yield test. 
This is the final year of production for this study. The high 
yields recorded in 1993 and 1994 are quite high for this location, 
and are the result of the above-normal precipitation received 
during the summer of both years. Measurements of forage yield 
taken over several harvests and years are usually more useful than 
are averages from a single harvest. 
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Table 1. Forage yield of 28 alfalfa cultivars planted May 8. 1991 at the Central Crops and Soils 
Station, Highmore. SD. 
19!1! 1993 
2..Cut 3-Cut 
Cultivar Total Total 
Garst 645 3 51 7.36 
Dart 3 25 6 52 
Magnum Ill 3.03 6.89 
Multi-plier 338 6.82 
Guardsman 3 40 6 74 
Viking 1 (expt. entry) (a) 3.22 6 34 
Asset 3 18 6.37 
Dawn 3.39 6.00 
Flagship 75 (expt entry) 3 49 6 27 
Vernal 3.06 5 78 
DK 122 3.07 6 31 
Eclipse 3 16 5 98 
W90VSX 2.94 5 .66 
Multistar (expt entry) 3.22 6 83 
Arrow 3.18 5 94 
Saranac AR 2 70 5.61 
Cimarron VR 2 90 5 74 
Riley 2 65 5 40 
GH 755 2.41 6 22 
120 3.05 5 82 
Crown 11 2.71 5 82 
Blazer XL 2.81 5 94 
Milk Maker II 266 5 49 
SDHL 1 L {expt entry) 3.10 4.97 
Baker 2 41 4.84 
GH 777 2 54 4 38 
SDHS6S (expt entry) 2.39 4.39 
88R20 (expt. entry) 1.67 3.69 
AVERAGE 2.95 5.86 
Maturity (b) 
CV(%) 27 8 17.3 
1.42 
1994 
cuH Cut 2 cut 3 
5/31 6/29 8/2 
wn.s DM I acre 
2 17 1.32 1.02 
2.51 1.32 1.37 
2.41 1.30 1.27 
1.74 1.29 0.93 
1.90 1 17 1.07 
1.76 1.11 1.07 
1.78 1.03 1 13 
1.98 1.04 1.06 
1.58 1.13 0.85 
2 01 1 20 1 19 
1.55 1.05 0 97 
1.79 1.11 0.64 
2.08 1.21 0 81 
0.95 0.89 0 49 
1.65 0.82 1.00 
1 82 1.16 0 90 
1 59 0.95 0 92 
1 72 1.05 1.06 
1.39 1 03 0 76 
1 29 0 96 0.85 
1 48 0.96 0 93 
1.43 0 94 0.88 
1 69 0.94 1 00 
1 56 0.97 0 91 
116 070 084 
0.98 0 70 084 
0 91 0.66 0 65 
0.53 0.43 0 53 
1.62 1.02 0 93 
4.9 S.6 4 9  
41 2 26.3 40.6 
094 0 38 0.53 
cut 4 
9/26 
1.58 
1 78 
1 58 
1 53 
1 35 
1.45 
1.43 
1.27 
1-30 
1 26 
1.40 
1 25 
1 20 
1 18 
0 94 
1.32 
1 25 
1.32 
1 34 
1 11 
1.15 
1.03 
1 14 
0 79 
0.74 
0 71 
0.38 
0.31 
1.18 
53 
43 3 
0 72 
4-Cut 
Total 
6 09 
6 97 
6.56 
5 48 
5.50 
5 39 
5 37 
5 36 
4.86 
5.66 
4.97 
4 79 
5 30 
3.51 
4 41 
5.20 
4.71 
5. 15  
4 53 
4 21 
4.51 
4 28 
4 77 
4.23 
3.44 
323 
2.60 
1.80 
4.75 
355 
2.38 
92 to 94 
Average 
5.65 
5 58 
S.49 
5.23 
5.21 
4 99 
4.97 
4 91 
4.87 
4.84 
4 78 
4 64 
4.63 
4.52 
4 51 
4 51 
4 45 
4 40 
4 38 
4.36 
4 35 
4.34 
4 31 
4.10 
3.56 
3.38 
3 13 
2.39 
4.52 
19.9 
1.54 
,,; af 
3-year 
Average 
. W-
130 
128 
126 
120 
120 
115 
114 
113 
112 
111 
110 
107 
107 
104 
104 
104 
102 
101 
101 
100 
100 
100 
99 
94 
82 
78 
72 
55 
LSD (0 05) NS (C) 
i�l Dam for expenmerirat Gna ifioillil be ii:sea iM caimen ciirimiiictiilsiia far ffil!Y ijnes may aalt 
perform similarly 
(b) Kalu and Fick (1983) maturity index, mean stage by count 
(c) NS= Yields among cultivars are not significantly different at the 0.05 level of probability 
Introduction 
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PORAGE PRODUCTION OP COWPBAS AND MILLETS 
E.K. Twidwell, A. Boe, K.D. Kephart, 
R. Bortnem, ands. Anderson 
Many of the perennial grasses and legumes commonly grown for 
hay or pasture in central South Dakota produce only limited amounts 
of forage in July and August, particularly in dry years. Two 
species that may provide forage during this time period include 
cowpeas and foxtail millet. Cowpeas are a warm-season annual 
legume that have yielded between 0. 5 and 2 tons per acre in SDSU 
studies. Foxtail millet is a warm-season annual grass that is 
commonly grown in central South Dakota. It generally produces 
about 1 to 2 tons of forage per acre. Pearl millet is grown for 
forage primarily in the southern Great Plains. Limited information 
is currently available on the productivity of pearl millet in 
central South Dakota. The objective of this study was to determine 
the effects of harvest date on dry matter yield of five cowpea 
varieties and two millet species. 
Materials and Methods 
The cowpea varieties Catjang, Chinese Red, Brabham, Victor, 
and Red Ripper were hand-planted on May 26 into 1-row plots 
measuring 10 feet in length. The spacing between rows was 3 feet. 
All variet_ies except Red Ripper were planted at a rate of .20 grams 
per row. Red Ripper was planted at a rate of 25 grams per row 
because of hard seed content. 'Manta' foxtail millet and 'Mil-Hy' 
pearl millet were hand-planted into 1-row plots measuring 10 feet 
in length at a rate of 10 grams per row. Experimental design was 
a factorial arrangement of harvest date and variety (cowpeas) or 
species (millet) in a randomized complete block with four 
replicates. Harvests occurred 9, 11, and 13 weeks after planting. 
For pearl millet, the regrowth from each initial harvest was 
harvested on September 26. These regrowth yields were added to the 
initial harvest yields. For both cowpea and millet studies, the 
entire row was hand-harvested at a 2-inch stubble height. Forage 
was weighed in the field. A one-pound subsample was taken and 
dried. Forage dry matter yield was calculated from total plot 
fresh weight and dry matter concentration data. 
Results and Discussion 
For the cowpea study, there was not a significant interaction 
between variety and harvest date. However, the main ef feet of 
variety was significant. When averaged across three harvest dates, 
the cowpea varieties Chinese Red, Catjang, and Victor produced 
similar yields. These yields were all significantly higher than 
yields of Red Ripper and Brabham (Table 1). The main effect of 
harvest date was also significant, and mean forage yield of cowpeas 
increased from 550 to 1005 lbs/acre when harvest date was delayed 
-9-
from 9 to 13 weeks after planting. 
similar those obtained in 1993. 
These yields in 1994 were 
When averaged across three harvest dates, yield of pearl 
millet was about 2. 5 times higher than that of foxtail millet. 
This large yield difference was probably caused by foxtail millet 
being harvested once, whereas yields of pearl millet included an 
initial harvest plus the regrowth. These results indicate that 
producers may be able to harvest pearl millet initially at the boot 
stage, let the plants regrow, and then either graze the regrowth or 
take another harvest for hay. Pearl millet makes an excellent 
choice as a forage for grazing in the fall since it does not have 
the potential for prussic acid toxicity like sudangrass or sorghum­
sudangrass hybrids possess. Pearl millet has a thicker stem than 
foxtail millet, and will take longer to cure as a hay crop. 
The one-pound subsamples taken from each plot of cowpea and 
millet are currently being analyzed for crude protein (CP) 
concentration and in vitro digestible dry matter (IVDDM). Results 
obtained in 1993 indicate that when averaged across three harvest 
dates, cowpea CP concentration and IVDDM was about 19 and 73%, 
respectively . For the millet study, both foxtail and pearl millets 
had CP concentrations of about 12%. For IVDDM, however, foxtail 
and pearl millets had values of 58 and 64%, respectively. 
Table 1 . Forage yields of five cowpea varieties and two millet species. 1 
Variety Yield Species 
·lb/acre· 
Red Ripper 692 Foxtail 
Chinese Red 852 Pearl 
Brabham 524 LSD(0.05) 
Catjang 880 
Victor 794 
LSD(0.05) , oo 
1 All values are the means of three harvest dates 
2 Values include initial harvest plus regrowth 
Yield 
·lb/acre· 
3650 
9901 2 
725 
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SOYBEAN BREEDING 
Roy Scott and Steve Stein 
Two hundred advanced breeding lines and other genetic study 
material were tested at Highmore in 1994. Only advanced yield 
trials will be discussed in this report. This location was planted 
on 11 May, 1994. Moisture conditions were marginal, but a timely 
rainfall provided good conditions for excellent emergence. Plot 
stands, and early crop growth were good. Plots suffered golf ball 
size hail damage in mid July, but recovered sufficiently to produce 
harvestable yields. 
Since the early fall frost of 1993 did not allow us to 
adequately separate lines into different maturity groups for 
testing in 1994, lines from maturity group O (MG 0) , maturity group 
l (MGI), and maturity group 2 (MGI I }  were tested together in the 
same test. Checks were included in each test to cover all three 
maturity groups. Both Lambert and Hendricks were used as MGO 
checks, and for MGII both Kenwood and Sturdy were used. 
RESULTS 
Table l summarizes four different yield trials at three 
locations across the state, including Highmore. High CV' s at 
Highmore, compared to other locations, indicated that hail damage 
affected precision at this location. However, for most tests, CV's 
were within acceptable limits. Among the four locations, Highmore 
ranged from 1 7 to 2 1  bu/a lower in yield than the other two 
environments, and about 9 to 14 bu/a lower in yield than the 
combined yield across all 3 environments. Overall yields at 
Highmore ranged from 2 1  to 27 bu/a. The top 10% of experimentals 
at Highmore were much lower than at other locations, but in most 
instances, were greater than check yields in all three maturity 
groups. 
At Highmore, yields of Hendricks and Lambert were similar in 
most cases, and were lower than other environments. Yields of MGI 
and MGII checks also were lower at Highmore. Kenwood consistently 
out-yielded Sturdy at Highmore. 
SUMMARY 
Yields were surprisingly good at Highmore, considering the 
extent of the hail damage that plots received. Soybeans of late 
MGO to mid MGII appeared to be appropriate for this region. Early 
planting (after frost danger) is important. Stand establishment is 
important at Highmore. Therefore, moisture situations at planting 
should be keenly observed. 
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Table 1 .  Summary of soybean yields of experimentals and check varieties at three 
South Dakota locations. 
Mean yield 
Check 
Environ- Over- Top 
Test ment all
2 10%3 Hend Lamb Park Kenw Sturd CV' 
1 Combined1 36.0 40.2 37.6 34.7 38.0 42.7 38.4 1 1 .4 
Highmore 22.3 25.1 2 1 .4 24.6 2 1 .7 24.0 23.8 1 5.5 
Brookings 39.0 42.9 39.4 33.4 4 1 .4 48.2 39.9 9.9 
Beresford 43.1 48.7 47.3 42.3 46.6 5 1 . 5 47.2 8.8 
2 Combined 38.1 43.5 40.6 38.3 45.4 47.9 43.7 1 1 . 2  
Highmore 2 1 .8 24.8 23.4 22.7 25.2 25.7 27.1 1 2.4 
Brookings 47.2 53.4 49.5 46.4 55.9 57.1 54.8 9.8 
Beresford 43.0 49.5 46.2 43.3 5 1 .8 56.5 43.7 1 0.3 
3 Combined 36.0 43.6 32.5 3 1 .3 40.9 48.3 45.5 1 2.2 
Highmore 26.9 30.7 26.9 27.6 26.9 28.5 36.0 1 3.2 
Brookings 43.7 50.2 4 1 .3 38.7 5 1 . 1  57.1 49.2 6.9 
O.L.-lrr 37.3 50.0 29.7 27.8 44.6 50.9 5 1 .2 1 6.0 
4 Combined 29.9 33.0 33.0 28.8 34.8 32.9 34.0 1 2.7 
Highmore 2 1 . 1  23.6 2 1 .9 2 1 .5 20.9 22.2 24.8 1 1 . 2  
Brookings 38.9 4 1 .9 42.0 38.2 49.8 44.9 92.4 1 3.6 
0.L.-Ory 29.5 33.4 34.5 26.7 33.7 3 1 . 6  34.8 10.3 
1 Mean across al l  3 environments. 
2 Overall mean of all entries in the test. 
3 Mean of the top 10% experimentals, not including checks. 
• CV indicates precision of a test. The closer this number gets to 1 5  the closer we 
scrutinize the data as to whether or not it is meaningful. 
Lamb = Lambert = MGO; Hend = Hendricks = MGO; Park = Parker = MGI; 
Lenw = Lenwood = MGII; Strud = Sturdy = MGII. 
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SPRING WHEAT BREEDING 
Jackie Rudd and Brad Farber 
The major objective of the Spring Wheat Breeding Project is 
variety development. Before a new variety is released to South 
Dakota producers, it must be proven to be superior to existing 
varieties in grain yield and/or bread-making quality. Since these 
traits are strongly influenced by the environment 1 we conduct yield 
trial s at many locations in the state. 
The Highmore station is one of nine sites for our advanced 
yield trial. This site was not harvested this year due to 
excessive hail damage, but we did get useful data from all other 
sites in the state. This trial is made up of experimental lines 
that have completed at least 2 years of testing and have all of the 
characteristics needed to become a new variety. We include the 
most widely grown varieties (Sharp, Butte 86, 2375, and Prospect) 
as checks. averaged across all locations in 1994 , Sharp was the 
highest yielding check variety, followed closely by Butte 86, 2375, 
and Prospect. Four experimental lines were statistically higher 
yielding than Sharp. These were SD8089,  SD8073, SDOOlO, and 
SD8 0 8 8 . 
The breeding program is currently considering 2 experimental 
lines for release as new varieties. SD8073, potential 1995 
release, is a Hessian fly resistant line that is similar to Butte 
86 in height and appearance and is l or 2 days later maturity. 
SDOOlO, potential 1996 release, is an early semi-dwarf line that 
was developed by Pioneer Hi-Bred International. Both of these 
lines have excellent yield potential and wide adaptation. They 
also have good milling and baking characteristics. 
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WINTER WHEAT BREEDING ANO GBNITICS 
Scott D. Haley and Roy A. Schut 
The Winter Wheat Breeding and Genetics Program utilizes the 
Highmore Research 51:.il�ion primarily for evaluation of advanced­
generation lines developed during the course of the breeding 
p�ocasB . The 'breeding progr3m eonducts research at several other 
a it ea ruir:o� Soul:h Dakota tsr.:,okifi.91? .  Wa"t e-r�O'llln, S e£l.by, Bi eon, 
Ideal, Wall, and the Dakota Lake!! Jl.Bseiireh Si::at.ion near Pie.r:r-a) , 
for both early-generation selection and determination of the 
potential of SDSU experimental lines for cultivar release . 
The winter wheat testing conducted at the Highmore Research 
Station during the 1994 season included : 
i) The Crops Performance Testing (CR.T� Program Variety 
Trial, under the overall coordination of Bob Hall. The 
nursery included 33 entries, consisting of 22 previously 
released varieties tini::1ua:i.T� new releases :from other 
states) , 7 elite SDSU 1mencal l�. and 4 
experimental lines from Neb'!'&SJra . Thie nursery was also 
grown at 13 other sites in South Dakota. Prior to 
ault.l-var r.E1..ea.ae r proons.1n3 e..;..it:e lines must -b� grown in 
the C.PT nursery ..:� three years -co a:-ccura,:ely -measure t.h8 
po�er.LLl..:nl pe.r..=o:rruan-c-ec �o.a£ a rang 111:! env�tal 
conditions ; 
ii) Advanced-generation experimental lines in the South 
Dakota Advanced Yield Trial (AYT) . This nursery included 
4 5  entries (39 SDSU experimental lines and 6 checks) , 
grown at six other sites in South Dakota. Superior 
experimental lines are selected from this nursery on a 
seasonal basis for advancement to the CPT Variety Trial; 
iii) An early-generation bulk test of breeding populations 
developed to incorporate the hard white kernel 
characteristic into material adapted for South Dakota ;  
iv)  Tire Ur--iform Wim::ar �s Nu.raecy [�) . 'The UWE:EN i& 
a_ ,:;oeg.t..0na.... wint..e.r wh@a�  �zed � d.i.Dtribui:eci 
by USDA-ARS personnel at Lincoln, NE. The nursery 
consists of single-row plots of advanced-generation 
breeding lines from breeding programs throughout the hard 
winter wheat production region ; 
v) Preliminary seed increases of 5 elite SDSU experimental 
lines entered in the CPT Variety Trial. 
The nursery at Highmore was planted into good moisture on 
9/14/93. Fall stands were excellent and sufficient snow cover 
ensured good winter survival of most materials , except certain 
lines in the UWHN (from southern Great Plains breeding programs) . 
Spring developme.ru:. was_ significantly affected by a two week period 
of hot: and dry wea�-er { :f.:rOffl mid- to late-May) that hastened 
heading of s,cme varieties � eaused sterility problems . Although 
damag� from th�s pre-anth.esis a�ress was partially offset by rains 
• 
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OAT BREEDING 
Dale L. Reeves and Lon Hall 
The oat breeding program has several objectives. The main ones 
being increased yield and/or test weight. In order to get these 
increases a line either has to have other improved traits or an 
increased yield potential to become a variety. The traits that 
affect yield aside from genetic yield potential are straw strength, 
leaf rust, stem rust, and barley yellow dwarf resistance. Heat and 
drought tolerance would fall under genetic yield potential. 
Some other traits that are desirable for specific purposes are high 
groat percentage, high oil, low oil, high protein, hull color, 
hulless, and plant height. Millers like a high groat% ,  low oil, 
high protein, and possibly a hulless oat. The racehorse industry 
traditionally likes a white hulled oat. Feed oats should have a 
high groat%, high oil, high protein, and possibly hulless. The 
hulless oats could be fed directly to baby pigs and poultry without 
being dehulled or ground. Plant height may be important if the 
oats are going to used as forage, straw, or as a cover crop for a 
legume. 
On an average year approximately 600-700 crosses are made in the 
spring with genetically variable lines and varieties. About 400 
crosses are selected to be increased in the greenhouse in the fall, 
the rest are used for backcrosses, thesis ' s, and special studies. 
The year after making the cross, we test for yield, test weight, 
height , heading date, crown rust, stem -�st, barley yellow dwarf, 
lodging, protein%, and oil% on a single replication of the crosses 
increased in the greenhouse. Selected crosses will be replicated 
and planted at two locations the following year. Based on the 
data collected, approximately 4 0  crosses will be selected to go 
into 12, 000 head rows, each row being a potential variety. The 
process of elimination is continuous with inferior lines being 
discarded each generation. The number of replications and 
locations increase as the lines are advanced to increase the 
probability of selecting the best lines. The ten best remaining 
lines are then tested at several locations in South Dakota (one of 
them Highmore}, North Dakota, and Minnesota in the Tristate 
Regional Nursery. Three to five of these lines will entered in the 
Uniform Midseason Oat or Uniform Early Oat regional nurseries where 
they will be tested at several locations in the USA and Canada. At 
the same time they will be tested in the Standard Oat Variety Test 
across South Dakota. After at least two years in the SVO test they 
may be released as a variety. The release of a variety will take 
at least 10 years from the time of crossing. 
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TBE SOUTH DAICOTA CROP PBRPORMANCB TESTING PROGRAM 
R.G. Hall 
The South Dakota Crop Performance Testing (CPT) Program 
encompasses both small grains (spring wheat, durum wheat, winter 
wheat, oats, and barley) and row crops (corn, soybeans, and grain 
sorghum). The testing of minor oil seed crops like sunflower and 
flax are conducted by the SDSU Sunflower project under the 
leadership of Kathy Grady. The CPT program staff include R. G. 
Hall, Project Leader (.20 FTE), Kevin Kirby, Senior Ag. Tech. (l. O 
FTE}, and Darin Huber, Ag. Tech. (1. 0 FTE) located at Brookings ; 
and John Rickertsen, Research Associate (.4 FTE} at Rapid City. 
A summary of the number of small grain varieties tested by 
crop and location : 
CROP 
SPRING DURUM WINTER 
LOCATION WHEAT WHEAT WHEAT OATS BARLEY 
Aurora 2 8  26 15  
Co. 26 
Beresford 2 8  8 34 26 15 
Brookings 2 8  e 
Brentford 8 
Day Co. 
26 
Freeman 28  8 26 15  
Groton 2 8  34  26 15 
Highmore 34 
Pierre 3 4  
Platte 
28 8 34 26 15  
Selby 28  8 34 26 15 
Watertown 
34 
Bear 28 8 34 27 15 
Butte 3 4  
Bison 34 
Martin 28 8 34 
Olerichs 
Ralph 2 8  8 34 27 15 
34 
Wall 
Winner 
In total there were 1120 plots harvested for spring wheat, 288 
plots for durum wheat, 1764 plots for winter wheat, 1048 plots for 
oats, and 480 plots for barley resulting in a total of 4700 plots 
being harvested across the state. In addition, th� assistance of 
the Winter Wheat project, with Scott Haley as leader; the 
• 
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ass_s�ane@ O- the Spring Wheat project, with Ja�k�� Rudd as leader, 
and the aa&is'c-ance of the Oat proj ect, with Dale Reev�s as leader, 
in cana:w.a..t..ioe the small grain performance "C"tiAls is gratefully 
acknow!edg-ed 
In 1994 a total of 282 commercial corn hybrids were tested at 
one or more of the seven test sites located within the state. The 
number of hybrids tested by maturity and location are given below : 
LOCATION EARLY MATURITY LATE MATURITY 
ARMOUR - No Till 54 26 
BERESFORD 104 3 1  
BROOKINGS 55 41 
DELL RAPIDS 57 3 0  
PIERRE - Irrigated, 3 5  4 6  
No Till 44 2 8  
REDFIELD - No Till 53 29 
WATERTOWN 
In 1994 a total of 1899 corn test plots were harvested. 
In 1994 a total of 351 commercial soybean varieties, 32 public 
varieties, and 26 experimental lines were tested at one or more of 
the ten test sites located within the state. The number of 
varieties tested by maturity group and location are given below : 
MATURITY 
GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP 
LOCATION 0 I II I I I  
WILMOT 5 6  59 
WATERTOWN 59 66 
REDFIELD* 42  59 
BROOKINGS 42  99 74 
DELL RAPIDS 63 98 
FREEMAN 4 0  104 
ARMOUR* 3 0  7 7  
BERESFORD 3 9  1 3 7  
ELK POINT 25 107 8 
PIERRE*, * *  3 5  40 
,_ 
•No till sites, **Irrigated site 
In 1994 at total of 4768 soybean plots were harvested. This 
total also :neludes S� plots in �hf? !Ate seeding test at Brookings 
consiscins of .hot'..h Sroup-0 an.4 Graup-I varieties. 1 would also 
like to ack:towled_gc the a�!! obtained from the Soybean 
projee-r::. �ed �Y im-y Scott . 
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In 1994 a total of 16 commercial grain sorghum hybrids were 
tested at either Armour or Pierre, or at both locations. At Armour 
15 hybrids were tested under no till conditions. While at Pierre 
12 hybrids were tested under irrigated no till conditions. At 
these locations a combined total of 81 plots were harvested for 
yield in 1994. 
In  summary, the CPT program in total harvests about 11, 500 
yields plots a year. These yield results are published in various 
publications like (1) EC774, Small Grains: 1995 Variety 
Recommendations 1994 Crop Performance Results, (2) EC775, 
Soybeans : 1995 Variety Recommendations - 1994 Crop Performance 
Results, (3) C253, 1994 South Dakota Corn Performance Trials, and 
(4) C252 , 1994 South Dakota Grain Sorghum Performance Trials. 
These publications are either on hand or can be requested through 
your local county extension office. 
The last action I would like to take in summarizing the CPT 
program this year is to give a well deserved thanks to the many 
people who make this program possible. I would like to thank the 
research farm managers like Todd Bortnem (Brookings), Bob Berg 
(Southeast Farm Beresford), Jim Smolik (Northeast Farm 
Watertown ) ,  Dwayne Beck {Dakota Lakes - Pierre), and Brad Farber 
(Central Crops & Soils Farm - Highmore) .  In addition the help and 
assistance of other technicians like Lon Hall, Roy Schut, Loyal 
Evjen, Mike Volek, and Steve Stein are gratefully acknowledged. 
I would also like to thank the many small grain cooperators 
throughout the state including : Rodney Renner - Wall, Max Williams 
- Brentford, Gary Wunder - Bison, Bonnie Sivage - Hayes, Gary Nies 
- Martin, Don Giese Selby, Mark Stiegelmeier Selby , Bob 
Vanderpol - Geddes,  Brad Hohback - White Lake, Roger Roaenew -
Ralph, Tim Kernes - Bear Butte, Gordon Brockmueller - Freeman, Dave 
Reaser - Olerichs, and Tom Sharkey - Winner. 
Gratitude should also be extended to our corn cooperators 
like : Steve Masat - Redfield, Robert Clark - Armour, and Kevin 
Crisp - Dell Rapids. We all should thank our soybean cooperators 
like ; Steve Masat Redfield, Robert Clark - Armour, Kevin 
Beerrnann - Elk Point, Delton Osterloh - Wilmot, Kevin Crisp - Dell 
Rapids, and Gordon Brockmuller - Freeman. 
I would encourage you the crop producer or agribusiness person 
to thank these individuals for their cooperation in bringing crop 
production to you, the next time you see them. 
• 
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PLACBMBNT OP PBRTILIZER POR GRASS 
R. Gelderman, J. Gerwing, H. Woodard, and E. Twidwell 
Grass fertilization with nitrogen has been shown to be highly 
profitable. However, grass response from added phosphorus (P) has 
been limited unless soil tests are very low. Phosphorus is usually 
broadcast applied on the surface of grass sods. Therefore, when 
surf ace conditions are dry, the non-mobile P nutrient may be 
unavailable to the grass plant. The objective of the following 
study was to determine if P applied below the grass surface would 
be more effective than surface applied P. 
Methods 
A phosphorus placement study was conducted at three locations 
(Table 1) . The Brookings location is a poorly drained soil where 
water was close to the surface in the spring. The grass at this 
site is a long-time stand of orchardgrass which had not been 
fertilized within the past five years. The Highmore site consisted 
of a well drained Williams clay loam formed in glacial till. The 
site consisted of a good stand of smooth bromegrass which had not 
been fertilized in recent memory. The Brown County site consisted 
of a Williams loam which formed from wind in glacial till. A 
mixture of bromegrass { 3  0 % )  and bluegrass { 70% )  exists at this 
site. 
The Bray #l phosphorus soil test at all sites was considered 
very low (Table 1) . These very low phosphorus levels are not 
unusual under long-term grass sites. Other soil test levels, 
except for nitrogen, were considered adequate. 
The phosphorus rates ( O  or 60 lb P:P�/acre) were applied in 
September 1993 for the Brookings site and April 12, 1994 for the 
Highmore and Brown County sites. At the latter two sites, the 
grasses were just greening when application was made. This was the 
second year the same treatments were applied in the same location 
at the Brookings site. It  was the first year for treatment 
application at the other two sites. The broadcast treatment was 
sprayed on to the surf ace using 1 o -34 -0 material . The same 
material was sub-surface (3" )  applied with a spoke-injector at 12 
inch spacings. The fertilizer was diluted at the ratio of 1 volume 
fertilizer to 3 volumes water with the subsurface placement to 
facilitate fertilizer movement through the spokes. All treatments 
were balanced with respect to nitrogen by broadcasting ammonium 
nitrate over the surface at the rate of 100 lb N/acre. The 
Brookings site received another 100 lb N/acre application after the 
first cutting was taken. 
The experimental design was a split-plot replicated four 
times. The whole plot consisted of the rate of phosphorus while 
the placement method was the split. 
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Two cuttings were taken at the Brookings site while a single 
harvest was taken at the other two sites. The harvests were 
completed by cutting and weighing forage from an area of 3 x 20 
feet for the Brookings site. An area of 1.4 x 20 feet was used for 
the Highmore and Brown County sites. Soil moisture was good 
throughout the growing season at Brookings. However, it was only 
fair at Highmore and very low at the Brown County site. 
Results and Discuasion 
Forage yields at these sites are found in Table 2. Yields 
were good at the Brookings site because of good rainfall and soil 
moisture conditions. However, early season soil moisture and 
precipitation was limited at Highmore and the Brown County site 
producing poor to fair yields. The addition of nitrogen alone 
doubled yields at the Highmore and Brown County sites. Phosphorus 
appeared to be the most limiting nutrient at the Brookings site 
with the addition of 6 0  lb P20�/acre increasing first cutting dry 
matter production by 1500 lbs/acre. Phosphorus application at the 
Highmore and Brown sites had no significant affect on grass 
production, although there is a trend for higher hay yields. There 
is a slight trend for decreased yields at all sites when phosphorus 
was placed 3 inches deep as compared to surface applied, however 
this was non-significant. The exception was the second cutting of 
the Brookings site where yields were slightly increased by deep P 
placements. 
Forage phosphorus levels were significantly increased with P 
at all locations {Tables 4 and 5) . Deep placement of P 
significantly lowered forage P concentrations at all three sites. 
This trend would agree with the trend for decreased hay yields with 
deep P placement. This result was unexpected in that one would 
expect deeper P to be positionally more available because of more 
moist soil conditions. However, this may not have been the 
situation for the Highmore and Brown County sites this year. Soil 
moisture was low in the spring and precipitation events were 
generally small (one-half inch or less) . Therefore root feeding 
may have been l imited primarily to the top inch or two. However 
this scenario does not explain the lower forage P concentration for 
the deep placed P at the Brookings site. This site had adequate 
precipitation for the season. 
In summary, this data and last years results would indicate 
that cool season grass yield response to added P is limited even 
with very low soil tests. Grass is an efficient user of soil P. 
In addition it appears there is a slight disadvantage in phosphorus 
uptake by grass when phosphorus is placed below the surface. 
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Table 1. Site information for P placement on grass studies, 
1994. 
Sit� Seil.a Grass- p Test Cutting Dates 
ppm 
Brookings - Lismore SiCL Orchardgrass 3 (VL} June 24,  Sept . 7 
Agron Farm 
Highmore - Williams CL Bromegrass 3 (VL) June 23 
Expt . Farm 
Brown Co . Williams L Blue-Brome 4 (VL) June 23 
(near mixture 
Fredrick) 
Table 2 .  The influence of fertilizer and phosphorus placement on 
,;.:ass production, 1994 . 
Site 
Brookings 
cut l 
Brookings 
cut 2 
Highmore 
Brown Co . 
O + 0 
�ea:t:tlEl'l t8 � P1�Q�E )��---��--�­
Deep" 
100  + 60 
surface· 
100 + 0 100 + 60 
- - - - - - - - - - - · - -lb/acre dry matter- - - - - - - - - - -
2318 2760 4245 3656 
2268 2230 2696 
1081 2650 3137 3011 
706 1583 1937 1727 
• Pbo.sph�ru:B placed on surface . 
1 Phosphorus placed at 3 inches below the surface . 
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Table 3 .  Yield statistics for treatments on grass 
studies. 1994. 
Rate 
Placement 
Rate x 
Placement 
- - - -Brookinge- - - - ­
lst cut 2nd cut 
Dre� 
Cct . 
- - - - - --- - -- -- - -prob. > F- - - - ---- - ----- - --
0.02 0 . 27 0.16 0.18 
0 . 98 0.10 0.20 0.36  
0.11 0.39 0.60 0 . 02 
Table 4.  The influence of rate and placement of P in 
grass forage P content, 1994. 
Site 
Brookings3 
Highmore 
Brown Co. 
O+O 
Tr:eatment CH · P,O?.�l ........ �� ........ .----
Su:rfac�· Deep!' 
100+0 100+60 100+60 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -% P--- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -
0.10 0.10 0.14 0.10 
0.13 0.11 0 . 19 0 . 14. 
0.11  0.10 0.17 0. 14 
1 Phosphorus placed on surface. 
2 Phosphorus placed 3 inches below the surface . 
3 Second cutting P analysis not yet complete. 
Table s .  Statistics for P concentration of grass forage, 1994 . 
Factor 
Rate 
Placement 
Rate x Place. 
Brow Co. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -prob. > F- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0. 005 0.0076 0.001 
o .  ou; 
0 . 09 
0. 007 
0 . 016 
0. 04 
0.04 
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THE INPLU'BNCB OP SBBD-PLACBD PBRTILIZBR ON CORN 
AND SOYBEAN DmR.GBNCB AND YI:ELD 
R. Geldennan, J. Gerwing and B. Farber 
INTRODU�IION 
Many South Dakota farmers are planting corn and soybeans in 
no-till or limited-till situations. These tillage choices 
restrict the application of a non-mobile nutrient such as 
phosphorus ( P ) .  Banding P with the planter saves time and 
application costs, and places the nutrient for efficient plant 
uptake. A 11 2x2 11 placement has been shown to be an effective 
placement for corn and soybean. Disadvantages of such a 
placement include cost of openers, weight, trash clearance and 
soil disturbance. In addition, narrow row drill planting of 
soybean does not allow space for separate fertilizer openers. 
Because of these faults, many growers are considering placement 
of P fertilizers directly with the seed. Placing fertilizer with 
the seed creates the potential for seed inj ury. 
The obj ective of this study is to evaluate the effect of 
some common forms of fertilizer material placed with the seed on 
corn and soybean emergence and yield. 
METHODS 
Four sites (two corn and two soybean) were selected for this 
study. One corn site (Cl) was located on the NE 1/4 of the 
Southeast Farm , the other corn site {C2) was located at the 
Highmore Research Station . A soybean site (Sl) was located on 
the south quarter of the Southeast Farm and the other soybean 
experiment (S2) was located about S miles west of the Farm on 
Highway 46. 
Site and management characteristics are listed in Table l 
and soil tests for each site are listed in Table 2. 
Table 1. Site characteristics for the fertilizer with seed studies, 1994. 
Site 
Cl 
Cl 
Sl 
$2 
Location 
SE Farm 
Highmore 
SE Farm 
Clay Co. 
Crop 
corn 
corn 
soybean 
soybean 
Soil 
Egan 
Stickney 
Enet 
Egan 
Planting 
Soil 
Moisture 
(%  by wt) 
25 . 9  
8 . 6  
19.9 
17 . 6  
Past 
Crop Tillage 
soybean no-till 
oats chisel 
fallow chisel/disc 
corn disc 
Table 2 .  Spring soil tests for the fertilizer with seed study sites, 1994. 
Site Silt Clay 
- - - - -� - - - - -\ - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cl 
Sl 
S2 
15 
22 
20 
40  
1 CL = clay loam. 
3 3  
4 5  
3 8  
28 
51 
32 
41 
32 
Texture 
Class1 
CL 
Ct, 
CL 
CL 
p K 
- - -- - - -ppm-- - --'"' -
19 
75 
16 
15 
249 
1000 
400 
201 
pH 
5 . S  
6. 5 
6 . 5  
6 . 2  
Row 
Width 
inches 
30  
30  
30  
30  
Soluble 
Salts 
Planting 
Date 
11 May 
17 May 
19 May 
19 May 
O.M .  
mmho/cm ' 
• 
0 . 30 
0 . 70 
o . eo 
0.40 
3 . 6  
3.2 
3. 4 
2.6 
I 
N 
w 
I 
• 
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The selected sites were all classified as medium to heavier 
textures although sand contents ranged from 15-40%. There was a 
wide range in moisture content at planting ranging from 9% to 26% 
water on a weight basis. 
All phosphorus soil test levels were considered high or very 
high in available phosphorus. Approximately 75 pounds of N per 
acre was applied to the corn at Cl while no additional N was 
applied at site C2. Corn varieties DK 554 and Pio 3655 were 
planted at 25,600 and 21,100 plants per acre at Cl and C2, 
respectively. The Cl site was planted with a 6 row White 
planter. The C2 site was planted with a two row plot planter. 
Both planters utilized double disc openers and with both planters 
the liquid fertilizer tubes were set to drop the fertilizer as 
close to the seed as possible. 
The soybean variety Conrad was seeded at the rate of 70 
lbs/acre { w  200, 000 plants per acre} in narrow (7 1/2 11 ) rows at 
both sites Sl and S2. The soybean sites were planted with a John 
Deere 750 no-till drill with the dry fertilizer metered directly 
into the seed tubes. 
The experimental design for all sites consisted of a 
randomized split plot with four replications with rate of P20� as 
the whole plot and fertilizer material as the split. Plot size 
was : Cl - 15 x 60 feet, C2 10 x 40 feet, and Sl and S2 10 x 75 
feet . The rate and type of fertilizers used are given in Tables 
3 and 4 .  Liquid fertilizers (10-34-0, 7-21-7, 9-18-9} were used 
on the corn studies. Dry fertilizers [0-46-0 (TSP) , 18-46-0 
(DAP) , 11-52-0 (MAP) ) were used on the soybean studies. 
Corn plant counts were made on two 10 foot sections of row . 
Soybean counts were made on three 10 foot sections of row. When 
counting began and the time intervals of the counts are listed in 
Tables 9 · 1 2 .  Plant counts began when emergence was first noted 
and continued until most seedlings appeared emerged. A final 
later season count was made for the final estimation of 
emergence. Corn yields were estimated by machine harvesting of 3 
center rows at site Cl for the entire plot length. Yields were 
calculated at C2 by hand harvesting 20 foot of each of the two 
center rows. Soybean yields were estimated by machine harvesting 
a 5 x 36 foot area from the center of each plot. 
Statistics were completed on yield results and the final 
stand counts. Statistics are given in the table footnotes. 
•rabl� ) • Ra'te anfl liquid [cttt.ilizer 't.::rea.tments usr.!t1· for ,corn siudies . 1 9,4 . 
P20s 
Rate 
0 
12.S 
25  
50 
- - - - - ·-···- - - - - - - - ···-- - _ ..,  - ·- ·=-- - Fertilizer--- ·- ·- ·- - - - - --- · -· - ·· · ·--· - - ·-- � - - ·  - - . . - - -· - --·- · -
- - -- - - 10-34 -0-· ---p-- - � - - ---7-21-7 
nutrient1 material nutrient 
---· -- ·-
material 
-- - ----- -9-18-9----- - � -
nutrient material 
- - - - - - ,_ - ·- --. . -. - - · - - - -. . -·· ----- - -- ,  - - -lb/ acre · ·-· --· - - - -- - - - -. ..  --··  - . . - - - - .... - - - -- - - --- ,..,. ·- - -
0-0-0 0 ( 0 )  2 0-0-0 0 ( 0 )  0-0-0 0 (0 )  
3 -12.5-0 37 (3 )  4 -12.5-4 60 (5)  6-12.s-, 70 (6) 
7-25-0 74 ( 6 )  8-25-8 119(11)  12-25-12 139 {13)  
14-50-0 148 (13)  16-50-16 238 (22) 25-S0-25 278 (25) 
1 Amount of N-P20s-K20 m lb/acre 
2 
( = gallons/acre. 
f 
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Table 4. Rate of dry fertilizer treatments used for soybean 
studies, 1994 . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Fertilizer- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
P20� Iii� � R-t§-R) 
Rate nutrient1 material 
- - -
0 0- 0·0  
25 0-25-0  
50 o-so-o 
100 0- 100-0 
1Amount of N·P20�-K20 
.BE� 
... -
in 
- -
0 
- -
54 
109 
217 
lb/acre. 
-
MAP {11-55-0l J'.2AP (18-:Ui-Al 
nutrient material nutrient material 
lb/acre - - - - - . 
0·0-0  0 0 - 0 - 0  0 
S-25-0 45 10-25-0 54 
10- so-o 91 20-so-o 109 
20-100-0 182 39-100-0 217 
Soil moisture was considered very good for crop emergence at 
all sites except C2. The surface soil was extremely dry at the 
C2 site (Table l } .  Three days after planting 0. 31 inches of 
rainfall was received at the Cl, Sl, and S2 sites. Only 0.05, 
0. 10 and 0. 52 inches of rain fell at site C2 8, 13 and 14 days 
after planting, respectively. 
Liquid fertilizer placed in the seed zone with corn did have 
an influence on final plant stand (Table 5 ) .  However, only the 
high rate of the 9-19-9 decreased stand about 34 and 59% at the 
Cl and C2 sites 1 respectively. The so lb/acre P20� rate of 
9-18 -9 contains 75 lbs/acre of N + K20 whereas the 7-21-7 at this 
rate contains only 66 lbs/acre of N + K20 salts. The higher salt 
may explain part of the lower stands with this material. In 
addition, the 9-18-9 is formulated with urea as the nitrogen 
source and the ammonia derived from the urea is highly toxic to 
ge::irminating seedlings. 
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Table 5 .  Influence of seed-placed liquid fertilizer on final corn 
stand, SE Farm (Cl) and Highmore (C2) , 1994 . 
- - - • - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - -Fertilizer- - - - - - - --,- -- - - - - - ------
P10� 10-34.-0 :Z-;it;L -2 i-lB-2 
Rate 
Cl C2 r:i. Cl t:l. Cl 
lb/acre \ final stand - - - -
0 97 100 105 99 98 101 
12 . 5  90  107 108 105 105 107 
25 109 101  106 99 98 94 
100 86 89 93 80 66 41 
Table 6 .  Influence of seed-placed liquid fertilizer on corn grain yield, 
SE Farm (Cl) and Highmore (C2 ) , 1994 . 
2-21-7 S-19-9 
Cl Cl C2 Cl 
lb/acre - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - yield, bu/acre - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 167 148 169 151 171 151 
12 . S  162 145 179 162 171 139 
2 5  169 158 176 144 175 125 
so 164 146 173 153 148 63 
state : Cl pr >F; rate - 0 . 26 ,  Fert - 0 . 04 1 ,  Rt x Fer- 0 . 02 5 .  
C2 pr >F; rate 0 . 02 ,  Fert - 0 . 0001 , Rt x Fert - 0 . 0003 . 
The influence of treatments on corn yields are aUITll\&rized in Table 6 for 
both sites. Decreased yields parallel the poor stands for the high rate of 
the 9-18-9 treatment . 
SQyhean Results 
Both rate and type of phosphate fertilizer placed with the seed 
decreased final soybean stand at both locations (Table 7) . !t appears that 
the highest rate of P20� (100 lb/acre) decreased stand, especially with the 
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MAP and DAP fertilizers on these narrow row soybeans . This rate produced a 
2s-sot stand reduction with the DAP and MAP fertilizers 
(Table 7 ) . It would appear that DAP > MAP >  TSP for limiting germination and 
emergence of soybean plants. 
Yield reductions due to added fertilizer or rate of fertilizer were not 
significant {Table 8 ) . Even with a SO\ stand reduction on the high DAP 
fertilizer rate (Table 7) , yields were not affected (Table 8} . Final stands 
were about 150 , 000 plants per acre, therefore a sot stand reduction would give 
75 , 000 plants/acre . Many years, soybean plants can compensate tor such a loss 
through more branching . 
Complete emergence data for all sites are listed in Tables 9- 12 . 
Corn is less sensitive to fertilizer salts placed with the seed than 
soybean . In general ,  so lb P20)/acre as 10-34·0 or 7-21 - 7 could be applied 
with corn in 30 -inch rows . Very little fertilizer is recommended to be placed 
with soybean in 30- inch rows . However, with 
drilled soybeans in 7 . 5  inch rows . 25 lbs P20�/acre as MAP or TSP could be 
applied. Other data has shown OAP to be more harmful to germinating soybean 
than MAP or TSP. 
Table 7 .  
stand, 
PiO� 
Rate 
lb/acre 
0 
25 
so 
100 
1 drilled 
Influence of seed-placed dry fertilizer on final soybean 
SE Farm, sites Sl and s2. 1994 . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - --Fertilizer- - - - - - - -
n= 
Sl 
96 
105 
92 
84 
7 1/2" row width 
S2 
99 
96 
89 
86 
- - - -
Sl 
' 
108 
90 
8 9  
6 6  
� 
S2 
final stand 
106 
89 
86 
75 
- . 
S2 
96 
99 
88 
71 
� 
- - . 
S2 
'"' 
95 
86 
86 
so 
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Table 8 .  Influence of seed-placed dry fertilizer on &li'-ti..an yield, SE 
Parm, sites Sl and S2, 1994 . 
P205 
Rate 
lb/acre 
0 
2 5  
s o  
100 
Statistics : Sl; 
82 ; 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·Fertilizer- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sl 
- ,._ 
50 
Sl 
Sl 
so 
Pr 
Pr 
l'.if 
>F: 
>F: 
St 
S2 Sl S2 
,.., - ., - - - bu/acre - - - -
42 " 40  
38 51 37 
45  49  44 
38 50 38 
Fer • 0 . 2 4 ,  Rate • 0 . 33,  Fer x rate 
Fer • 0 . 10 ,  Rate • 0 .  <&O, Fer x rate 
Sl S2 
" 42  
Sl 41  
53 45  
51 38 
• 0 . 7 4 .  
• 0 . 8 2 .  
Table 9 .  Influence of type and rate of liquid fertilizer placed with the 
seed on emergence of corn, SE Parm (Cl) site, 1994. 
Fertilizer 
Material 
10-34 - 0  
7 - 2 1 - 7  
9- 18- 9 
10-34-0 
10-34-0 
9-18-9 
10-34-0 
7-21- 7  
9-18-9 
Days after 
planting 
7 
7 
7 
9 
9 
9 
12 
12 
12 
14 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -P20, R.ate, lb/acre- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 12.S 25 50 
- - -average number of plants per 10 1 row (t) 1 - - -
6 . 6 (52} 
6 . 8 (53)  
7 . 5 (59)  
11 .6 (91) 
12 . 9 (101) 
12 . 0 {94} 
1 2 . 4 (97) 
13 . 4 (105} 
12 . 5 (98} 
12 . 3 ('6) 
13.4 (lOS) 
12 . 5 (98) 
6. 3 (0) 
6 . 4 (50) 
5 . 3 (41) 
11 . 0 (86) 
1 3 . 4 (105) 
1 2 . 2 (96) 
1 1 . 6 (91) 
13 .9 (108) 
13.1 (103) 
11.6 (91) 
13 .6 (106) 
13 .4 (105) 
S . 5 (43) 2 . 6 (21) 
2 . ,  (19) J. . 0 {8 )  
2 . 0 {16) 0. l (l) 
12 .4 C!n) 10 . 6 {83) 
12 . 3 ( 96) 9 . 9 (77} 
8 . 6 {67} 2 . 8 (21} 
14 . 0 (109) 13.1(102} 
13.1(103) 12 . 9 (100) 
1 2 . 3 (96) 7 . J. (56) 
13 . 9 (108) 12 . 9 (101) 
13 . 5 (105) 13 . 1 (103) 
12 . 1 (95) 8 . 1 (64) 
1Nutnbere in parenthesis indicate• the percent of the final stand. The 100, 
atand was •••umed to be the final co\l.nt of the cheek rate (12 . 8  plants per 
10 1 row) . 
Prob . >F (Day 14) : Fer • 0 . 0002; R.ate • 0 . 03 ;  Fer X Rate • 0 . 0001 . 
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Table 10.  Influence of t)-pe a::td rate of liquid fertiliser placed with the 
•eed on �en.ce of corn, Highmore (C2) site, 1994. 
Pertil:l.zer 
Material 
10-34·0 
7- 21-7 
7-21- 7 
9-18- 9 
10-34 - 0 
7-21-7 
9-18 - 9 
10-34 - 0 
7-21-7 
9-18- 9 
'.Oa.}'• after 
Planting 
3 
3 
3 
7 
7 
7 
10 
10 
10 
13 
13 
13 
---····--····---PaO� .Rate, lb/acre- - - - - - - - · · · - - - - -
0 12 . s  25 so 
· · ·average number of plants per 10 • row (\) 1- - ·  
8 . 9 (82) 
9 . 1 (84) 
8 . 3 (76) 
10 . 1 (93) 
10 .4 (95) 
9 . 5 (87) 
10 .6 ('8)  
10 . 6 ('8) 
10 . 5 (97) 
10 .8 {9'} 
1 0 . 8 (99) 
1 0 . 8 (99) 
7 . 5 (69) 
7 . 5 (69) 
7 . 4 (68) 
11 . 3 (103) 
10 . 5 ( 97) 
1 0 . 9 (100) 
11.3 (103) 
10 . 6 (98) 
ll. 3 (103} 
1 1 . 6 (107) 
1 1 . 0 (102) 
l l . 3 (103) 
4 . 6 (42} 
2 . 1 (20)  
l . 6 (15) 
9 . 6 (88)  
9 . 1 (84) 
7 . 0 (64) 
10 .6 (97) 
9 . 9 (91) 
9 . 8 (90) 
10 . 7 (99) 
9 . 9 (.91) 
10 . 0 (92) 
3 . 5 (32)  
2 . 5 (23) 
0 . 3 {2 )  
8 . 9 (82)  
8 , 1 (75) 
1 . 3 (11) 
9 . 4  (96) 
9 . 1 (84.) 
3 . 1 (29)  
9 . 9 (91) 
9 . 4 (86)  
3 , 8 (34) 
1Numbers in parenthesis indicates the percent of the final stand. The 100, 
stand was •••umed to be enc fi-n&l. -eoi..mt l;)f r:.bE c:he-:ni. rate (10 .  9)  plants per 
1 0 '  row) . 
Prob . >F (Day 13 )  : Fer • 0 . 0001 ; Rate • 0 . 0001; Fer x Rate c 0 . 0001 . 
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Table 1 1 .  Influence of type and rate of dry fertilizer placed with the 
seed on emergence of soybean . SE Farm (Sl) site, 1994 . 
Fertilizer 
Material 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
DAP 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
OAP 
Days after 
planting 
6 
6 
8 
8 
e 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 
15 
18 
18 
18 
22 
22 
22 
�---�� - - - - - - -P70� Rate, lb/acre- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 5  50 100 
- - -average number of plants per 10 1 row (1 ) 1- - -
14 . 9 ( 69) 14 . 0 (65)  12 . 1 (56) 9 . 8 (4 5 )  
16 . 0 (74)  13 . 8 (6<1} 13 . .9 (64) 8 . 7 (40) 
13 . 3 (61) 13 . 5 (62) 12 . 6 (58)  7 . 6 (35)  
18 . 3 (84) 1 8 . 4 (85}  16 . 4 (76) 13 . 8 (64) 
l.9 .4 (89) 16 . 7 (77)  16 . 4 (76)  1 2 . 0 (55 )  
1 6 . 0 (74) 16 . 8 (77)  15 • .9 {73) l l . 6 (53)  
1 .9 . 2 (88)  1 9 . 4 (8.9)  1 8 . 3 (84) 16 . 3 (75)  
2 0 . 7 (95 )  1 7 . 3 (80) 18 . 1 (83)  14 . 0 (65) 
17 , 1 (7.9 )  1 9 . 0 (98 )  1 7 . 5 (81)  13 . 0 (60)  
2 1 . 1 (97)  2 0 . 4 (94)  19 . 3 (89)  16 . 7 (77)  
21 . 8 ( 100) 1 8 . 7 (86) 18 . 9 (87)  14 . 0 (65) 
1 9 . 1 (88)  2 0 . 2 (93)  18 . 1 ( 83) 13 . 3 (6.l) 
2 0 . 4 {94) 2 1 .  8 (100) 1 9 . 8 (91)  1 7 . 7 (82)  
2 2 .  7 (105)  1 8 . 8 (87)  1 9 . 2 (88)  14 . 1 (65) 
U . 8 (91) 20 .6 (95) 1 8 . 3 {84) 14 . 8 {68)  
2 0 .  8 (96) 2 2 . 7 (105} 1 9 . 9 ( 92)  1 8 . 3 (84 )  
23 . 5 (108) 1 9 . 6 (90) 1.9.3 (8.9} 1 4 . 4 (66)  
20.  8 ( 96 )  2 1 . 4 (.99) 1 9 . 0 (88)  15.3 (71)  
1Numbers in parenthesis indicates the percent of the final stand. The 100, 
stand was assumed to be the final count of the check rate (21 . 7  plants per 
1 0 •  of 7 . S "  row) . 
Prob. >F (Day 22 )  : Fer e 0 . 34;  Rate e 0 . 0001;  Fer x Rate • 0 . 27 .  
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Ta_blci :U lnflc.�� of �e mm' :!'�� o! d....7 !u-eillil!r � V;l. th � 11c� 
on emergence of se.y.oean, SB Farm, (S2) aite, 1994 . 
Fertiliz•r 
Material 
T5.P 
MAP 
D.-y. after 
planting 
6 
6 
6 
8 
e 
8 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 
lS 
- - - ····----·----·PaO� Rate, lb/acre· - ----·---·---·  
D 
18 . 9 (80) 
21 . 9 (.92) 
1 ' . 4 (82) 
22 . 1 (93)  
2 3 . 9 (101) 
22 . 8 ( 96) 
22 . 9 (97)  
24 . 8 (105) 
2 2 , 8 (96) 
22 . 8 (96} 
24 . 9 (105) 
22 . 6 (96) 
25 
18 . 7 (7.9) 
16. 8 (71) 
16 . 3 (69} 
21 . 3 (90)  
2 1 . 3 (90) 
l.8 . 5 (78) 
22 .6 (95) 
2 1 . 0 (89) 
19 .6 (84) 
22 . 8 (96} 
2 1 . 3 (90) 
1 9 . 8 (84) 
50 
15 . 3 (65) 
15 . 6 (6'} 
13 .  6 (57) 
1 8 . 7 ( 80) 
19 .4 (82) 
1 7 . 5 (74) 
2 0 . 2 (87) 
2 0 . 2 (87) 
1 9 . 1 (81) 
20 .3 (8Ei) 
2 0 . 7 (87) 
19 . 3 (81) 
100 
13 . 8 (58) 
1 1 . 0 (46) 
6 . 7 (28) 
17 . 5 (74) 
15 . 3 (65) 
9 . 3 (39) 
2 0 . 3 (86) 
l? .4 (73) 
12 . 2 (51) 
2 0 . 3 (86) 
17 .4 (73) 
1 2 . 2 (Sl) 
1N"'1!1DE're in parenthesis indicates the percent of the final •tand. The 1001 
atand wa• assumed to be the final count of the cheek rate (23 . 7  plants per 
1 0 '  of 7 . 5 " row) . 
Prob . >F (Day 15) : Fer • 0 . 0005; Rate • 0 . 0001; Fer x Rate • 0 . 018 ,  
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THE INFLUENCE OP SBBD-PLACED PBRTILIZBR ON 
SONFLOWER BMBRGBNCE AND STAND 
R. Gelderman, J .  Gerwing, A. Bly, B Farber and M. Volek 
Many South Dakot -farmers L� planting mmflows:r lJ'l no-t:il'1 O!" 
llfi'l:t.: c.!!:d-c.il- B.H:.uo�ion�. TheJ;_ c.:...11age c:.no_eeg .re5 rict tle 
pi;:,lica.t-on of a non-mo.bile nutr eni::. such as phosphorus C P) . 
Banding P with the planter saves time and application costs, and 
places the nutrient for efficient plant uptake. A "2x2" placement 
has been shown to be an effective placement !or corn and soybean. 
Disadvantages of such a placement include cos� of openers, weight, 
trash clearance and soil disturbance. Because of these faults, 
many growers are considering placement of P fertilizers directly 
with the seed. Placing fertil izer with the seed creates the 
potential for seed injury. 
The objectives of this study is to evaluate the effect of some 
common forms of fertilizer material placed with the seed on 
sunflower emergence and stand. 
'.N•o 1n.te-"'" -we:rE 5i;lect-eo !o!" t.hiir s1:.ud\/' One 5i�� was. locaced 
i;lt tn� Higrnor;a Researc;:h. Fann rH1) 3::nd one s:..te iwae. :.oc ced on t.h.e 
Broo .:i.ngs. lieEe.areh Far.r. (i3l) . S!.t.e and r<..all&_gentf:-nt. charact:e.ristie.9-
�� :i���� in Tat:_ 1 a.r,d soil t�s�E foi &acb si�� are '�s��d l.1"' 
Table 2 .  
The sunflower variety Pioneer 6451 ( seed size 3)  was planted 
at 2 3 , 500 plants per acre at both sites with a two row plot planter 
utilizing normal planting units with double disk openers. The dry 
fertilizer was metered with a ground driven seed cone and placed 
directly with the seed. 
The experimental design for both sites consisted of a 
randomized sp:it plot with four replica,:,..1oru:; with rate of P205 as 
the whole plc and fertilizer mat riaJ. as the split. Plot size was 
10 x 3 3  !s,ee for both sites.  Stat.iSt...:.C'E were completed on the 
final stand count only and are given in footnotes in Table 4. 
The rate and type of fertilizer used for each experiment is 
given in Table 3 .  Mo-noamr:icnium phospbiit:e {MAP) and diammonium 
phosphate (DAP) are very c�� _pbC;iphat.� sources with triple 
super-phosphate {TSP) ��ng mor dl....!r�culc to find at fertilizer 
suppliers throughout the state. Sunflower plant counts were made 
on two randomly selecc�d 10 foot sections of row within each plot. 
When counting commenced after planting and the intervals of the 
counts are given in I'nbles 6 and 7. Yield was not determined on 
these plots. 
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B,esult:s 
Soil moisture at planting was considered dry at both sites 
(Table 1). No significant rainfall occurred at the Hl site until 
16 days after planting (O. 50 inches). Therefore germination 
conditions were considered poor. Thie was reflected in final 
stands (check plots) of only 68% of planted seeds. Rainfall at the 
Bl site consisted of 1. 10 inches over the two days following 
planting. However, germination condition at this site was only 
considered fair because of poor soil structure. Final stands of 
check plots at the Bl site were 71% of total planted seeds. 
Fertilizer placed in the seed zone with sunflower did have an 
influence on final population at both locations (Table 4). DAP had 
more influence than MAP, and MAP more influence than TSP on stand. 
Effects of fertilizer type on final stand appears to be related to 
the salt index of the material. The salt index (per unit of P20�) 
is 0. 224, 0.485 and 0 . 6 3 7  for TSP, MAP and DAP, respectively. In 
addition, higher rates of fertilizer add more salts and decrease 
stand accordingly. Both sites responded similarly although 1 
effects of fertilizer were more severe at the Hl site, probably 
because of lower soil moisture during the germination period. From 
these limited data it would seem that up to 25 lbs of P20� (� 50 lbs 
of material} as TSP could be applied with sunflower seed at 
planting. Application of MAP or DAP however, is risky especially 
if planting conditions are dry. Some of the effects of fertilizer 
material and rate of fertilizer on final stands for both sites are 
visually shown in Figure 1. 
The complete emergence data for both sites are shown in Tables 
5 and 6. 
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Table l .  Site charac::teristica for the fertilizer vith swiflower seed studies, 
1994 . 
Planting 
soil Past Row 
Site Location Soil moisture crop Tillage width 
' (I by wt) inches 
Hl Highmore Stickney 7 . 7  soybean chisel 30 
82 Brookings LaMoure l l . O  corn chisel 30 
Table 2 .  Spring soil tests for the fertilizer with sunflower seed studies. 
1994 . 
Planting 
date 
17 May 
23 May 
Site sand Silt Clay 
Texture 
Class1 p K pH 
Soluble 
salts O.M.  
- - - - - - - - -\ - - - - - - - - -
Hl 3 3  39  28 
82 48 27 26 
I L • loam 
- - - -ppm----
37 650 
SiCLi 149 640 
mmho/c::m 
(i . 3 
7 . 1  
\ 
0 . 3  
0 . 6  
2 . S  
3 . 3  
I SiCL • silty clay loam 
Table 3 .  Rate and tYpe of fertilizer used for sunflower studies, 1994 . 
0 
12 . S  
25 
so 
100 
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -Fertilizer- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l'H [9-1&·,;n 
nutrient1 material 
W\P (11-ss-o) 
nutrient material 
Pit,P t+l.:Jii· 01 
nutrient material 
- - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lb/acre- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - -
0-0-0 0 0-0-0 0 0-0-0 0 
0-12 . s- o  2 8  2 . s-12 . s-o 2 2 . S  s-12 . s-o 28 
0-25-0 54 5-25-0 45 54 
109 10-so-o 91 109' 
0·100-0 217 20-100-0 182 3,-100-0 
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"!'able c. .  tnfl�e ol •eed�Jl,&� !e;tll.1:iff' lffi, llJml .sm,Omia:.r .. �. 
ffl:ctbm�� rm. i � �cn�u=e rat) • u�ic-
--- - · · · · · - - - - - - · · - -- - -Fertilizer- - -· ····- - -- - - - - - - · - ·  
PiOt :tfl? Nd' Cat. 
Rate Bl Bl Ill Bl Bl 81 
lb/acre - ---- . .. ...  - -··---.- ----- - - -· . .. . ...  -f�l •tand, t--·-···---··-··----··-- -
0 108 104 90 95 101 98 
12 . S  81 104 70 91. 71 94 
25 85 '1 SS 87 ., 82 
50 " 89 27 61 u ,o 
100 8 60 19 <l3 0 12 
Stati•tics : Highmore; Pr > F: fer • 0 . 001, rate • 0 . 001, fer x rate • 0 . 038 
Brooking•; Pr > F: fer . 0 . 0001, rate • 0 . 0001, fer x rate • 0 . 0002 
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Table s .  Influence of type and rate of fertilizer placed with the seed on 
eme;:gence of sunflower, Highmore (Bl) site, 1994 . 
Days 
Fertilizer 
material 
after - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P10� rate . lb/acre--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
MAP 
DAP 
TSP 
MAP 
OAP 
TSP 
MAP 
PAP 
TSP 
TSP 
MAP 
OAP 
planting 12 .  s 2s so 100 
- - - · · · · ·average number of plants per 10 '  row (1) 1- - - - - - - -
' 
6 
6 
10 
10 
10 
13 
13 
13 
16 
16 
16 
18 
18 
18 
26 
26 
26 
4 . 3 (46)  
3 . 5 (38)  
3 . 9 (42)  
7 . 6 (82)  
6 . 5 (70)  
6 . 6 (71)  
8 . 0 (86) 
6 . 8 (73) 
6 . 9 (74)  
8 . 1 (87) 
7 . 3 (78) 
7 . 3 (78}  
8 . 8 (94)  
7 . 4 (79) 
7 .4 (79) 
10. l (109) 
8 . 4 (9 }  
9 . 4 {101} 
1 . 0 (11) 
l .  0 (11) 
l . 4 (15) 
4 . 8 (51) 
3 . 5 (38) 
4 . 1 {44) 
5 . 3 (56} 
3 .  8 (40} 
4 . 9 (52} 
6 . 0 (65) 
4 . 9 (52) 
S . 3 (56) 
6 . 1 (66)  
S . 3 (56) 
5 . 5 (59}  
7 . S (Sl )  
6 . 5 (70) 
6 . 6 (71) 
1 . 0 (11) 
0 . 9 (09)  
0 . 0 (00)  
4 . l (U)  
3 . 3 (35)  
2 . 6 (28)  
4 . 8 {51) 
3 . 6 (3.9) 
2 . 6 (28) 
S . 9 (63 )  
3 . 9 (42)  
2 . 8 (30}  
6 . 3 {67}  
4 . 3 (46)  
3 . 3 (35) 
7 . 9 (85) 
S . l (SS }  
4 . l (U)  
0 . 3 (03)  
0 . 3 (03}  
0 . 0 (00}  
1 . 3 (13)  
l . 3 (13) 
0 . 9 (09)  
1 . 5 (16) 
1 . 5 (16) 
l . 0 (11) 
l . 9 (20) 
1 . 6 (17) 
1 . 0 (11)  
2 . 4 (26)  
2 . 0 (22) 
l . 1 (12)  
4 . 1 (44)  
2 . 5 (27)  
l . 8 {19)  
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 1 (01)  
O . l (Ol) 
0 . 1 (01)  
0 . 3 (03)  
0 . 3 (03)  
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 3 (03)  
0 . 5 ( 05) 
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 5 (05)  
0 . 8 (08)  
0 . 0 (00)  
0 . 8 (08}  
1 . 8  (19)  
0 .  0 (00)  
1 Numbers in parenthesis indicate the percent of the final stand. The 100, •tand was 
•••wned to be the final count of the cheek rate ( , . 3  plants per 10 ' row) . 
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Table 6 .  Influnc:e of type and rate of fertilzier placed with the seed an 
e:� of •unflf:DR!:r, B.rciekulqs tm.) •ite, 1994. 
t>ays 
Fertilizer after - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - --P205 rate, lb/acre- - - - - - - - · · - - - ----
material pl,rnt:¥1, U . !  Z5 so lOC: 
- -- ---average number of plants per 1 0 ·  row (t) · · - - - - - - -
TSP DAY 8 5 . 13 (53)  4 . 5 0 (47) 1 . 25 (13) 1 . 00 (10) 0 . 3 8 ( 04 )  
MAP 3 . 63 (38)  3 . 50 {36) 2.  7 5  C29) 1. 50 (16)  O.SO{OS) 
DAP 4 . 6 3 (48) 2 . 50 (26) 1 . 25 (13) 0 . 50 (05) 0 . 00 (00) 
TSP DAY 10 9 . 00 (94) 8 . 1 3 (85)  6 .  63 (69) 5 . 38 (56) l . 63 (17) 
MAP 8 . 50 (89) 7 . 50 (78) 7 . 13 {74) 3 . 50 (36) 2 . 00 (21) 
DAP 8 .18 (92)  7 . 13 (74) 6 . 00 (63) 2 . 63 (27) 0 . 25 (03)  
TSP DAY 12 9 . 75 (102) 9 . 63 (100) 8 . 2 5 (86) 6 . 50 (681 ) . 00 (31)  
MAP 8 . 88 (92) 8 . 50 (89) 7 . 88 (82) 4 . 88 (51) 3 . 00 (31) 
DAP 9 . 50 (99) 7 .  75 (81)  7 . 13 (74) 3 . 25 (34) 0 . 75 (08) 
TSP DAY 14 9 . 88 (103)  9 . 75 (102) B .63 (90)  7 . 38 ( 77)  4 . 00 (42 )  
MAP 9 . 13 (95) 8 . 63 ( 90) 8 . 38 (87) 5 . 7 5 (60) 3 . 25 ( 34 ) 
DAP 9 . 63 (100) 8 .63 (90) 7 . 38 (77)  3 . 63 (38) 0 . 88 (09) 
TSP DAY 16 1 0 . 00 (104) 9 . 88 (103) B . 62 (90) 8 . 38 (87) 5 . 25 (55) 
MAP 9 . 13 (95 )  8 . 75 (91) 8 . 2 5 ( 86) S . 88 (61) 3 . 75 (39)  
DAP 9 . 75 (102) 9 . 00 (94) 7 . 63 (79)  3 . 8 8 (40) 1 . 00 (10) 
TSP DAY 18 1 0 . 00 (104) 1 0 . 0 0 ( 104) 8 . 75 ( 91) 8 . 50 (89) 5 . 75 (60) 
MAP 9 .  ll ( 95) 8 . 7 5 (91) 8.  38 (87)  5 . 88 (61) 4 . 13 (43)  
DAP 9 . 75 (102) 9 . 00 (94) "7 . 88 (8 2 )  3.88 (,o) 1 . 1 3  (12)  
1 NUmbers in parentheaia indicate the percent of the final •tand. 
The 1001 •tand was assumed to be the final count of the check rate 
( 9 . 6  plant• per 1 0 •  row) . 
F1gure 1 .  The Influence of rate and fertilizer material on sunflower stand, Highmore and 
Brookings, 1994. 
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WEED CONTROL 
Leon J. Wrage, Paul 0. Johnson, David A. Vos, and Scott A. Wagner 
Field evaluations as part of the W.E.E.O. Project are directed toward important weed 
problems for major crops in the area. The station is a primary site for herbicide evaluation 
in winter wheat, sorghum, safflower and related weed problems. It also provides an 
opportunity to evaluate herbicide carryover influence by stress factors in the area. 
Plots include labeled herbicide treatments and experimental products in final stages 
of evaluation. Data from plots provide the basis for weed control information in extension 
fact sheets and presented at meetings organized by extension agents. 
Data are presented for tests listed below. Weed control is based on visual evaluation 
compared to the untreated check. Crop response is rated on a visual scale (0 = no injury, 
1 00 = complete kill). Assistance of station personnel is acknowledged. 
Table 1 .  Roundup Additives ·Cheat and Volunteer Wheat 
Table 2. Grain Sorghum Herbicides 
Table 3. Safflower Herbicide Evaluation 
Table 4. Cheatgrass Control in Winter Wheat 
Table 5. Herbicide Carryover Evaluation 
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Table 1 .  Roundup Additives · Cheat �nd Volunteer Wheat 
RCB; 2 reps 
POST: 5/5/94 
Precipitation: 1st week 0.00 inches 
2nd week 0.37 inches 
SOIL: Clay loam; 2 .9 % OM; 6. 7 pH 
COMMENTS: Heavy down brome in winter wheat. Treatments compare adjuvants with a low (4 fl oz) and 
high (8 fl oz} Roundup rate. Visual evaluations were higher at late dates. Adjuvent differences of 10·20% 
were apparent; however Roundup rate and ammonium sulfate were equally important. 
Treatment 
Check 
ROUNDUP RT 
ROUNDUP RT (.0937) 
+X-77 
+ X-77 +AS 
+ LJ-700 
+ ll-700 +AS 
+ Activator 90 
+ Activator 90 + AS 
+ Penetrate I I  
+ Penetrate I I+ AS 
+ Agra Wet 
+ Agra Wet + AS 
+ Class Act 
+ Cayuse + A· 1 1  
ROUNDUP RT 
ROUNDUP RT ( .  1 87) 
+ X-77 
+ X-77+AS 
+ Ll·700 
+ Ll·700+AS 
+ Activator 90 
+ Activator 90 + AS 
+ Penetrate II 
+ Penetrate I I +  AS 
+ Agra Wet 
+ Agra Wet + AS 
+ Class Act 
+ Cayuse + R· 1 1  
LSD (.05) 
•'"product/A 
lb/A act. 
.0937{4 oz) 
.5% 
.5% + 17 lb ai/100 gal 
.5% 
.5% + 17 lb ei/100 gal 
.5% 
.5% + 1 7  lb ai/100 gel 
.5% 
.5% + 1 7  lb ai/100 gel 
.5% 
.5% + 1 7  lb ai/100 gal 
2.5% 
.25% + .5% 
. 1 87(8 oz) 
.5% 
.5% + 1 7  lb ai/100 gal 
.5% 
.5% + 17 lb ai/100 gal 
.5% 
.5% + i 7  lb ai/100 gal 
.5% 
.5% + 17 lb ai/100 gal 
.5% 
. 5 % + 1 7 lb ai/100 gal 
2.5% 
.25% +.5% 
% Voww % Dobr % Voww % Oobr 
5112194 §/1 2/94 Zf 1 4/94 7114/94 
0 
1 0  
20 
58 
30 
55 
18 
45 
30 
55 
23 
48 
45 
33 
62 
70 
75 
48 
64 
40 
78 
63 
78 
43 
83 
89 
70 
1 0  
0 
1 8  
28 
53 
28 
50 
23 
53 
33 
58 
30 
43 
43 
20 
48 
65 
63 
38 
60 
33 
68 
55 
68 
48 
78 
78 
60 
1 0  
0 
23 
68 
89 
65 
81 
58 
77 
68 
86 
56 
83 
87 
65 
BD 
95 
95 
82 
89 
89 
95 
91 
97 
94 
97 
99 
83 
0 
48 
73 
96 
68 
96 
65 
88 
80 
93 
71 
91 
95 
79 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
97 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
98 
6 
+ 
Table 2. Grain Sorghum Herbfcides 
RCB; 3 reps 
Planting date: 5/1 8/94; De Keib 18  
PRE: 5118/94 
SOIL: crev roem; 3. 1 % OM; 6. 7 pH 
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Precipitation: 1 at we1:k Trece 
2nd week 0.05 Inches 
COMMarrs� ec-c1:1 emer.genc.e Wfi v.etlablA GI.ID 10 GfV C(mt:lilinfl:& • .-ccaun:ttng tor 5ome· Gtttp. Vafie'J,i[]\)I' 'ltl:llt 
extended throughout the tteeon. Early foxten flush wes Hght. 
Check 
Ramrod 
Duel ti 
Lasso 
Frontier 
Acetochlor 
LSO (.05) 
•product/A 
lb/A D&f, 
4 
2 
2.5 
1.6(1.6 pt*) 
2 
9' Grft 
9/3/94 
0 
81 
91 
84 
96 
97 
1 1  
9' Rrpw Yield 
i(3(9d. !u.UA 
0 44 
53 64 
89 87 
76 82 
78 70 
83 87 
20 20 
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Table 3. Safflower Herbicide Evaluation 
RCB: 3 reps Precipitation: 1st week Trace 
Planting date: 511 8/94; 3013 
PPI/SPPt: 5/1 8/94 
POST: 6/30/94 
SOIL: Clay loam; 3.1  % OM; 6.7 pH 
2nd week 0.05 inches 
COMMENTS: Uneven crop emergence due to lack of rainfall for an extended period after planting. No yield 
harvested. Incorporated treatments were most effective on both grasses and broedleaves. 
Tt8@tmstnt 
Check 
PREPLANT INCQRPQRATED 
Treflan 
Sonalan 
Broadstrike/Treflan 
UHA ao. 
1 (2 pt•) 
1 .1 (3 pt•) 
.91(2 pt•) 
SHALLOW PAEPLANT INCORPQBATED 
Dual II 2.5 
Acetochlor 2 
Frontier 1 .5(1.6 pt•) 
PREEMER�EN�E 
Dual II 2.5 
POST EM �R�;N�� 
Poast +COC . 1 87(1  pt•)+ 1 qt 
Ally +X·77 .004(.1 oz•)+ .25% 
Pinnacle + X-77 .0039(.25 oz•)+ .25 % 
Pinnacle + X-77 .0078(.5 oz • ) + .25% 
Express + X-77 .01 54(.33 oz•}+ .25% 
LSD C.05) 
•Product/A 
% VCRR % Grtt 
Zl1 4£94 Zll4L94 
0 0 
3 96 
0 99 
87 78 
3 74 
53 87 
30 81 
10 69 
0 85 
27 0 
7 0 
23 0 
40 0 
1 8  a 
% Colq 
1L] 9,\tl:4 
0 
92 
97 
20 
91 
77 
63 
0 
92 
94 
90 
62 
1 9  
... 
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Table 4. Cheatgrass Control in Winter Wheat 
2 reps 
Planting date: 9/1 5/93; Seward 
PPI/PRE: 9/1 5/93 
FPOS: 1 0/14/93 
SOIL: Clay loam; 2.4% OM; 7.2 pH 
Precipitation: 
(PPI, 
PRE) 
(FPOS) 
1st week 
2nd week 
1st week 
2nd week 
1 .30 inches 
0.00 inches 
Trace 
Trace 
COMMENTS: Uniform moderate downy brome preesure. Good rainfall first week after planting. Yields were 
not taken due to hail. 
Tr-e:.h•nall'I; 
Check 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Hoelon 
Treflen 10G 
Far·go 10G 
tblA act. 
1 
.75 
1.5 
SHALLOW PREPlANT INCORPORA TEO 
Treflan • 75 
Amber .01 31 (.3 oz•) 
Amber .0262(.6 oz•) 
SHALLOW PREEMERGENCE 
Treflan 10G 
PREEMERGENCE 
Amber 
Amber 
FALL POSTEMERGENCE 
Tycor 
Tycor + Sen/Lex 
Sen/Lex 
Amber +X-77 
Amber + Sen/Lex + X-77 
LSD C.051 
•Product/A 
.75 
.0131 
.0262 
1 
1 .25 + .25 
.5 
.0262 + .25% 
.0262 + .25 + .25% 
% Oobr 
§123$ 
0 
82 
48 
1 8  
43 
40 
58 
33 
33 
48 
43 
84 
73 
62 
80 
1 8  
Table 5. Herbicide Carryover Evaluation 
RCB; 4 reps Precipitation: 
Ptanting date: 511 8/94; Parker, Mayflower, Cenex 808 
POST: 6/14/93 
SOIL: Clay loam 
1st week 2.30 inches 
2nd week 0.85 inches 
COMMENTS: Purpose of this study is to determine the rotational safety of herbicides to sensitive follow crops. Po8St was applied for grass control 
during the 1 994 growing season. 
Treatmeot 
Check 
CGA-1 52005 + COC 
CGA-1 52005 + COC 
CGA-1 52005 + COC 
CGA-1 52005 + COC 
Beacon +COC 
lb/A act. 
.0178 + 1  qt 
.0357 + 1 qt 
.0535 + 1 qt 
.0713+1 qt 
.0357 + 1  qt 
LS0{.05) 
S�oybeen 
% Stand 
�JIB '1' S,Nn1' noouc1um 
0 3 0 
55 38 1 0  
68 23 & 
80 41 1 6  
80 5 9  39 
0 0 0 
1 5  19 1 8  
Edibfe Bean 
% Stand 
% VCRR % Stunt Reduction 
0 0 0 
5 1 9  3 
5 25 31 
13 30 Q 
25 40 23 
0 3 0 
1 1  1 2  1 1  
Sunflower 
% VCRR 13. SCyn1 
0 0 
55 41 
63 55 
70 68 
88 78 
3 8 
9 1 9  
% Stand 
Reduc_tion 
0 
28 
41 
53 
81 
0 
25 
I 
I 
If 
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PIBLD BVALUAT70N OP WOODY PLANT MATERIALS 
Russell J. Haas - Plant Materials Specialist - USDA/ARS 
OBJBCTIVBS 
l. Assemble and evaluate the adaptation and performance of 
selected woody plant materials for field and farmstead 
windbreaks and wildlife plantings in the Northern Great 
Plains. 
2. Select and cooperatively release, superior cul ti vars for 
increase by commercial nurseries. 
ACTIVITIBS IN 1994 
130 accessions of 79  species are currently under evaluation. 
Due to shortage of travel funds, no spring trip to the site was 
made, therefore no new accessions were added or replacements made. 
September 27 - Each surviving plant of accessions planted in 1975, 
1980, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1993 was measured for crown 
spread and plant height; and rated for disease and insect damage, 
drought and cold tolerance, fruit production, survival and vigor. 
All accessions of ' Austree • willow continue to have severe winter 
injury and regrow fo:-ming a shrub. 1 Streamco 1 purpleosier willow 
and ND-3902 sandbar willow show superior qualities for streambank 
and lake shore stabilization. Photographs were taken to document 
performance, noted plot locations available for future plantings 
and replacement stakes needed and performed minor pruning. The 
shrub block needs to be rogued of seedlings of volunteer " tree 
weeds" such as mulberry, chokecherry, green ash, etc. 
St.JMMARY OP ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Based on observations and data collected at this site, the released 
cultivars in the following table are recommended for use in South 
Dakota. Numbered experimental selections will be placed in field 
plantings for further evaluation when planting stock becomes 
available. 
• cardan ' green ash 
' Centennial ' cotoneaster 
'Saka.kawea • silver buffaloberry 
' Indigo• silky dogwood 
ND·ll amur honeysuckle 
ND-21 nannyberry 
9047238 seabuckthorn 
9008041 false indigo 
• oahe ' hackberry 
'Scarlet• mongolian cherry 
'McDexinand' ussurian pear 
ND-283 Russian almond 
ND-1134 plum 
ND-3902 sandbar willow 
ND-1879 honeylocust 
ND�83 late lilac 
ND-1863 honeylocust 
•1£on:est:e.ed • tm,� �� I al"nol.d � 
9058862 tamarack 
ND-170 cotoneaster 
' Bighozn • skunk.bush sumac 
' Cling Red' amur honeysuckle 
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• streamco • purple osier willow 
'l'�' bluetlu-'f mi.n�)'JIUCkla 
'Meadowlark ' forsythia 
'Midwest ' manchurian crabapple 
323957 chokeberry 
1•212 hybrid poplar 
This field evaluation planting was established in 1978. Data from 
this planting has been used to document the cooperative release 
of six cultivars listed below. These are currently in large 
scale production and use in conse�ation and wildlife plantings 
in the Northern Great Plains. Data has also assisted nurserymen 
and plant researchers from several agencies determine the range 
of adaptation and performance of many other cultivars. 
• cardan • green ash 
• sakakawea • silver buffaloberry 
' Centennial ' cotoneaster 
• oahe ' hackberry 
1 scarlet ' mongolian cherry 
' McDe�d· ussurian pear 
' Homestead' (ND-20)  Arnold hawtna.rn was cooperatively released in 1993 by 
the Soil Conservation Service and the North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Minnesota Agricutural Experiment Stations . 
' Regal t (ND-283) Russian almond is anticipated to be released by the same 
agencies in 1995 . 
• 
• 
